ALPINE WASTE & RECYCLING WINS AWARD
1/27/2012

Colorado company will receive Emerging Growth Award at annual conference on March 13, 2012.

Alpine Waste & Recycling, Commerce City, Co., has been chosen as the winner of the Association of Corporate Growth - Denver's (ACG) 10th Annual Rocky Mountain Growth Conference’s Emerging Growth Award. The award will be given to Alpine at the meeting on March 13, 2012.

In an Alpine release, John Griffith, Alpine’s president, thanked the ACG for recognizing the company’s steady record of growth.

"Alpine has always responded swiftly to issues that customers present to us, and we have relied upon our record of innovation,” Griffith says. “Over the past several years, this philosophy has established Alpine as a leader in sustainability initiatives, in large part through our waste diversion programs such as our Altogether Recycling and composting efforts. We are especially pleased that so many lines of our business are beneficial to the environment. I would like to thank all of our employees, who have embraced our commitment to our customers and environmental stewardship."

Alpine started as a single-truck operation in 1999. In 2000, Alpine created its recycling division, called Altogether Recycling. Since then the company established and later expanded a single-stream recycling facility in Denver and opened a commercial composting service.

The ACG-Denver Corporate Growth Awards program is designed to acknowledge exceptional innovators and leaders within the ACG community. Each year, ACG-Denver selects nominees from its chapter for the ACG Outstanding Corporate Growth and ACG Emerging Company Awards.
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